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At the Musarium





 [101 - 200]

Come. Shall day take back the night
& make himself king? Shall years 
take new love, whom mind called still?
Take nothing while each, both, long
& tell another where. Give place 
to life because, because, because,
because while thought seemed far away
thoughts found & took & find again.
Never say might or set eyes 
against the whole or put between
between between without hand or heart
or being. Go not. Think not, yet.
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[401 - 500]

Ask river to answer, 
sun to understand, sea to turn 
hard, human to talk terms, 
feeling to change 
everything, arms to hold back 
the hours, eye to mark
ten fine black miles past five
dark ones. Ask beautiful 
to sort need, brother to longer 
an idea, evening to return to 
sometimes. Ask making to interest 
necessary, the common book 
to close its electronic account 
of force & ought. Ask sense to act
& act to sense. Ask age not to fear
& fear not to bring doubt, & the lady  
across the table, “What else?”
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[801 – 900]

Picture Indian Summer in America.
Sitting in a corner of the garden, we
laugh, we cry, we eat, we forget ourselves—
& try to escape the terrible memory 
of a vain century. Break, break, break, like
spent leaves on the floor of a wood, meeting
modern existence, drawn & terrible, turning
perfectly from soft to wise. Picture springtime
in Rome & watch how it does its grand 
bit for the nation step-by-step along
a grave passage beneath the island shore 
where it takes more trust in religious passion 
than in original sin even to attempt 
the surprise of you in that hot dress.
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[1201 - 1300]

These are the king’s woods, where sons 
thick with song measure delight. Daily we file 
through royal hills & shoulder our honest 
fate, always quietly surprised. When birds 
dropped from the highest forest they told
about a tall stranger whom the rain failed 
to comfort. He talked of freedom, the wealth 
of nations, of faces events refused to honor, July 
streets, rights fully obtained, though falsely 
remembered, concerning a holy surface carefully 
hung to aid fingers. Anyone will choose or accept, 
seek or report, bank shut the bottom, or dare 
blow desired points created in advance. 
Otherwise there’s the gate, & a stream to cross.
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[1801 – 1900]

I sang softly & forgot the horror.
I sang troubled & painted the flower 
of melancholy. I sang of violence
& murder, frightened of fierce suspicion.
Ashamed, I sang of household profit. At
midnight I sang trembling with mystery. 
With my finger down the throat of shining
fame, I wondered, setting down my gun, how 
refuse, delay, & after pause, proceed?
How unfortunate regret, that her fatal
bosom should press mankind to waste
its estate on the reign of image & reputation.
Hence I sang, formerly & lately, not 
with wit but with difficulties & thanks. 
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[8301 – 8400]

Those ineffable suns crackling out 
of the surly blouse of the Southeast—that 
chafe inscrutable Halifax, absorb 
its hazy draughts, meditate upon 
its arable but unbearable nucleus 
of disciplined enlightenment, & switch 
from fir to primrose, before finally
vanishing in a fickle secession  
from kingly courtship into consistently
oblong completeness—oughtn’t they be bothered, 
as I am bothered, by dejection, by this
unprecedented sabre of indictment, 
by these scissors of stupor & retribution?
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[10701 – 10800] 

Chacun à son amour. Mine? Whistling.
I relish excuses, reluctantly
weighing ancient disputes, meeting for silken
consultation, noticing alarm, avoiding
sour grief, involuntarily ungrateful.
Silence considers, syllable by syllable, 
a truce—beset by dimensions horizontal 
or, alternately, by star discouraged 
pathos, by wind thrilled powers flourishing
veritable peculiarities.
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[11201 – 11300]
Saintly Osiris accompanies Wizard 
on his traverse of infinity, twofold
likelihood adrift upon ferment
immeasurable. Intoxicating gases
bubble, the dreamer sucked in at molten 
zenith, the newcomer shuffling &
inarticulate, needing oftentimes 
to broker bail. Magnanimous, they blend 
above Bologna, an artless crescent that 
reflects their spice & smoky nakedness.  
Buoyant without jagged pronoun to tease 
or enclose, without impure ancestry 
advising reparation, they dive from 
angular projections into a founding 
infidelity graphic with exemplary vibration.
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[12001 – 12100]
A seething panorama of urges 
presides, curving undaunted, yet
unaccommodated. Mythical, transcendent, 
lustrous—bashful adjectives all— 
sneak westerly past the thrifty shoemaker,
Wain, alias “Le Chevalier.” Whereupon,
shrewdly, he dupes them home. Under a bog, 
whales waken, quieter than the tinklings
of Valencia, & forage for cocoa, for
lilac, for twill, until the meddling 
granddaughter of the vizier prays 
for her mummy to expel them, to tape 
shut the panther in its ire 
& on a saucer to sling the scribe.
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12701 – 12800

Who weeps for Geraldine, or the colorless 
suburban apothecary? For what 
the naive partridge heralds, thorny atop 
a dissolving pinnacle? For Irishmen?
For bananas that ostensibly bruise?
For the blackguard, his left-hand tingling
& holding trump while tomahawk thump 
Greenland? For the forty-two plastered 
in Havana who vivacious with lavender 
& full of bigotry sip herbage by the gallon 
welcoming their adoring man-of-war?
Or for Baghdad where, soon, the falcon will spar
with the huntsman & claw astride the somber squall.
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[12901 – 13000]

Claudia & Paolo doze for decades,
condescending to stagger aimless 
through the torturous stubble of an Antarctic 
amaze of inactivity, no festivity to foil 
their noxious probabilities, nourishing 
themselves on entrails of memoir, still ripped 
by the sapphire lighthouse of lifelong revulsion. 
They drawback each digit of their indigo delegation, 
wrap the woolen rig in firewood, dunno 
squat about smallpox, confuse dung 
& coinage, & finally dismount by the Tigris
or one of its tributaries, gardening 
the tilth for an antidote.
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[13901 – 14000]
On the bus to Babel, Günter was stringent,
cruising a blur, accommodating at bedtime,
but despondent: manna, wreckage, rib fracture—
What platonic atheist wharves his nickel
so figuratively? Xerxes glimmered Ceres
in her vestry. Alf & Ste Arcadia lurk
khaki & penitentiary. Is this permissible?
Indiscriminate exhilaration? Ailing ventilation?
Vitals & valuables, though voluble,
impair hallucination. Aborigines mayn’t 
spindle here! Even the gayest outpost 
adept at avoidance piques invective,  
wicker, & the drip-drip of media. O
decrepit Hebrides, unmindful & lewd,
exhort again your lax Germanic phalanx
past the gauntlet of precocious asceticism,
tightening its cudgel, smashing, gushing, palatable!
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[14301 – 14400]

After the russet lamplight of hysteria 
& freckled love-making, after
the diluted hemlock & vomiting,
after Leah advises Bianca about 
her bodice & Bianca’s perfunctory “hi,” 
after the valueless surveillance of Pollux 
& Gretchen’s nuclear ultimatum, 
after you overhear Singapore whoop
it up past creamy dawn & the able-
bodied spinster intercede, mightn’t you 
prattle? mightn’t you swagger a bit? 
mightn’t you wreck the enormity 
of Josh’s virile Ionian cassock 
with shears of illimitable hearsay?
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[14601 – 14700]
By their superlative reappearance
the husbandman & the viscount sweeten
the grouping, while Ariel Vat & the mendicant
let rip. One tsp of unaltered condensation
braces the terminus. Woodlands transgress
the palisades of technology like a plucky 
sorcerer with his sickle to dissuade—
theoretically—the blizzard inside 
this doughty fresco. They allege a
jumble to the coxcomb & the spaniel,
to the turnip, to the sawdust, to the goldsmith,
detecting the torpid luster of a loser. Aw, Marcel, 
you blockhead! Junk your statuary
for a more reputable stupefaction. 
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[14701 - 14800]

Unravel this phial, oh warm-hearted 
Sappho, of its sprig of vernal drowsiness, 
open-mouthed to luscious tidal blues that 
vibrate with incandescent quietude,
for Demeter to emissary quarterly
upon her meager barque. Tillage of twos 
& cancelled presidents, bedclothes blood-
shot with the nag & squeak of propagate,
drummer at the typewriter of a cleaner 
metamorphosis: What foreword defines 
such untenable circumcision to probe 
the inimical markings of a bullying 
& sacrilegious celibacy?
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[15001 - 15100]

Spectacular Siena, you conditioned me,
absent-minded vortex, like the phenomenal
cactus in Deuteronomy after 
a thunderstorm. This mediocre clod
of egoism, overworked & simplified, you
uplift, airing this vessel’s godless viper
of misconception. What quaking rift or
isthmus unattended, what annex garrulous
& rueful, revise unconditional this jester, 
this clandestine genie, this Vedic comedian
gleefully abolishing suffocation?
Yet you perplex O Siren as you loot
among the ruffle & breakdown, tiring
your several beaux, like Zola on the dole.
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[18001 – 18100]

“Nevermore,” adverted as cranks outwit 
a UFO then recline near Loch Mir.
They carouse until gibberish accomplishes
the gracefulness of Urania. Allegation after
allegation, the brandy sop inquisitor 
who exalts 666 & the senile whaler
converge, weeding alfalfa. Zechariah,
why fem? The quartet near Flagstaff 
scald the auditorium, ranking ovation.
If yeomanry prune their demesne 
grafting Brescia to Korea in a vise,
wainscot us? Awe-inspiring touchstone, 
incautious paunch, wampum torpedoes,
alphabetical malediction, cadaverous 
puss. Why balk? Whisk me an omelet 
of this witless pertinacious tang.
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[20201 – 20300]

“Gosh!” said the quixotic unashamed red-
wheedled disciplinarian effusively 
to the inherently dialectical 
alchemist as he handed Anastasia 
her ovaries. “Flip the pancake or boycott 
the boathouse. Your all-seeing provider 
is beached.” “Definitively not,
you evilly sibilant scullion. Don’t
gobble what you can’t skewer without 
a fulcrum,” & so they lilt & squirm 
compiling piquet theses from freezer
to skillet with viscous oilcloth aftermath.
Viva the huntress! Viva Thessalian Rennes!
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[20501 – 20600]

It’s out-and-out improvisation 
unambitious looker-on. Before you
unroll your teepee under the ozone 
periphery, head rearward. Promulgate 
plumbing. Outgrow your sanctimonious 
Delphic salamander. Juggle awareness 
& verbiage like the incontinent chimpanzee 
who dwelt upon the smokeless empyrean.
Fertilize drubbing with abetting, basing 
hardwood on emulsion & schist. 
Anyways, mope no more. The kingfisher
is high-strung & seventy-one, topmast 
to stocky shepherdesses & your goldfish 
eyeglasses can only impoverish the spunk of him.
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[21101 – 21200]

O Sasha, with your opalescent handbag 
of prepaid parodies & canceled wariness, 
why do you ruminate the aforementioned 
stylus unappreciated? They gravitate 
a saccharine quaestor wingless,
interchangeable with elephantine
Hegira, amassing littoral sandpiper
& a penchant for quackery. Innuendoes
squirt a full-fledged muskrat saturation.
Diphthong & generalisation shackle
a runway Bronx eyelash with accusative
tightness integrated with endemic
tameness. An artiste must desecrate, even 
as gelding suckle, by a toxic Mersey
that gratifies no one. 
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[21701 - 21800]

Unbind a monkey’s sophistication— 
& the outflow is moonrise. Leverage
heartstrings, & vitreous farrier will
astound even Shiva. Sheared gears 
sag, but the old coot remains 
a fatalist. All-night weaning, Anglo-
Norman acceding, soporific blackamoor 
disagreeing, taffeta whirligig adverting 
the semi-fireproof exegesis 
of eclogues that rankle a sweaty
purgation beside some di-symphonic 
merry-go-round of obesity. Never 
inflate what GNP portends, even when 
melodic mosquitoes sprawl seaward.
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[21801 – 21900]

Marduk amuck & the manlike buttercup 
blurt ungrammatical drivel scot-free.
Their binoculars are irked. Luxe,
Congruity & Obduracy: Dad’s
sketchy empiricism disallowed 
grumpy whomever. He misread
Vercingetorix but not the countermand
Amazonian orgasm abutting
ambient alignment & whetstone tubing.
Cambridgeshire–hyphen–Zimbabwe &
Kosovo–hyphen–Bedfordshire intermarry
anyway. They capsize aeons 
while cantata embalm & overreach.
Swill pops resuscitate the parquet
& nab a trilogy of pernickety ukulele.
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[21901 – 22000]

Sisyphus overslept, then moped about 
cyberspace only to liquidate the 
database. Perspire as he may, he still 
outran his coverage. “Calliope, turnover!
Your pokes paralyze.” Ogling e-text,
they vitiate colorful alphabets as
a cantankerous snowfall agitates them.
Buckshot & incandescence whittle options.
The gawky Choctaw nursemaid & her roommate
inveigle the native-born whoreson of his deficits 
& dialectics. They, too, seethe as they crumple 
the tricolor. Or was it croupier the coupon?
The cornea? Mollusk? Molar? Scutcheon?
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[22201 - 22300]

’Tisn’t the Trappists, ’tisn’t the spinet,
the mindless manx, the avid monad, 
the pear-shaped bombshell, the cerulean 
figurehead. No. Let’s cuddle, instead, 
under your secondhand poncho, mooning 
the firefly. It’s all made-up: conic 
viola on the lucent hinterland, 
hazing at the stadium, duckling 
arcana near Montevideo. These deflect 
coordination of lineament & 
infrastructure, while we diddle thriftless 
& homemade, while we weevil. Anyway 
’tisn’t Tanzania, ’tisn’t Columbine.
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[22601 – 22700]

Let’s snooze upon the lavishness of this 
well-read wagonette whose circum-
navigation of orphanages abates
dispiriting quick-tempered quicklime,
& croon to ourselves as we go bareback 
with a wineglass of brassy manioc
along a mussel-smelly swath of Sinhalese 
coastline where the well-tempered silkworm 
within its half-yearly camouflage might
yet disintegrate Tehran. We hoed once,
as now we hone, our homologous 
soma not a by-product, not an ogress, 
but our adoptive farrago, even 
here, at the expiry of this trans-
continental cul-de-sac.
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[23401 – 23500]

Calloused under the meagerness of her
verdigris bandana, Wheatley would vetch,
“I’m as acclimated to this oboe 
as a snowflake in Bahrain. Can’st not I
have overpaid?” Undeterred, she’d honk all
weekend long & with the unbreakable
torsion of a bacchanalian condor
would fulminate, reflexive, until her
bookmaker recanted. “Heh-heh! Catfish 
with anise & dill! Postcards from OPEC!
Shit! A pimple!” Over by the Cilician
waterworks, her underpaid ladies-in-
waiting trawl for squid & such-and-such
to winnow more flavours from the grot o’ the lune.
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[25101 – 25200]

Go-ahead, Mr. Tsar, & flex your overlong 
incisor, burnish cockatrice at the 
podium, interpolate each millimeter of 
oleaginous drugstore, abjuring
unscrupulous Tangiers. Go-ahead
titillation. Go-ahead machination:
As primates, we piss & pulsate all 
the while as endwise the Apocalypse
abolishes enfilade that spangle
the foggy waterfront, thereunder
leaving us in heliotropic disrepair.
Go-ahead bing & bijou. Go-ahead
bijou & bing!
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[29001 – 29100]

Dearest Sequoia, my mid-October 
cornflower, why runoff like an ocelot
transmogrified, like a peewit from the 
bottleneck of its birdcage, leaving me 
a jobless turd, a depressive dipso-
maniac with the hiccups? Musta been
back in mid-August, we’d decant foodstuff
& synchronize shortcuts through the spearmint,
& you’d be so macro-zygomatic,
& I’d always overpay the tragediennes
for the lenience of their savoir-faire.
But what if, Sequoia dearest, your Iapetus 
no longer accedes semi-annually to 
the quintuple syncretism of the blahs?
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[30501-30600]

The blackcap who lasciviously oversaw 
viability, the lackluster Lilliputian 
who Capitalized at lunchtime on the anapest
& brio, along with the time-consuming 
Episcopalian who hosted the contango—
defloration unchallengeable—their scission 
under an electroscope, their sumo sura
& rhapsodic simultaneousness raveling— 
ovine a prolate parasitology famulus
with dihedral tawse. They grepped 
the foon a bumboat, but the Guinean
roo a Welsher. 
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[31801 – 31900]

Not to extrude on your farsightedness 
but is that tofu in your backpack? 
Only a dollop. I like you in that red-top
& beret. Why not make a beeline 
for the honeydew? Oh dowse 
your mimesis in watercolor, this 
back-biting is bullshit! So are 
these grassroots acronyms & 
overemphasis on corny exhibitionist 
aliveness. Enough non-verbal chitchat.  
Your homonyms give me a boner. 
Anyplace for the glassy-eyed kingfish?
Nope.
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[34501 – 34600]

The equiangular vertices were 
doable, but the whiskbroom was not, & 
the subcontinent that had time-tested
tendinitis now embosoms batt &
bedfast. Workaround this demiurge with
me, Mr. Tam-Tam Alliaceous Cam-
isado & co-opt bop, a subgenre
of benzole, brainstorm, & amphetamine.
The uncowed undeliverable, the
zittern adzed with amygdalin, butane
& zeugma, with or without abusiveness.
Cock-Robin, Cock-Robin, your threesome
is axially diabolos. Cock-Robin,
Cock-Robin, your aircrew avision the end. 




